
AN ANALYSIS OF THE HOLOCAUST IN THE EUROPE AND THE ACTIONS

OF ADOLF HITLER

Anti-Semitism in Europe did not begin with Adolf Hitler. Huge Nazi rallies and symbolic acts such as the public burning
of books by Jews.

His ambition was to become an art student but he failed twice to secure entry to the Academy of Fine Arts.
Why would someone like Hitler murder millions of people in an act of mass genocide? She had agreed to
share Adolf Hitler's fate. Conditions were ripe for the development of such a party. I believe that Hitler knew
what he was doing even though he was not mentally sound. Eva was a warm hearted girl with no intellectual
ability. For Hitler, though, the most important aspect of it was its strong anti-Semitic stance. His dad's name
was Alios Hitler and was a customs official. The reunion of the German people was his first ambition. On
April 30, he said farewell to his few remaining followers, then retired to his suite and shot himself while Eva
took poison. Conciliation was still necessary if he were to succeed to the presidency and retain the support of
the army and industrialists. Scores of thousands â€” literally scores of thousands â€” of executions in cold
blood are being perpetrated by the German police-troops upon the Russian patriots who defend their native
soil. The law was a Nazi implementation of the Aryan Paragraph, which called for the exclusion of Jews and
non-Aryans from organizations, employment and eventually all aspects of public life. Unachieved Empire
When the attack against the USSR was launched on June 22, , Hitler was so confident of success that he
refused to provide winter clothing and equipment for his troops. His goals - the mass murder of the Jews, the
establishment of a German Empire based on the conquest of the Soviet Union, the murder of the original
inhabitants or their reduction to slaves of the Third Reich. This diplomatic win only whetted his appetite for a
renewed German dominance. Night of the Long Knives Military opposition was also punished. He applied for
admission to the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna but was rejected twice. However, in the German economy had
begun to improve. In December , he moved his headquarters to the west to direct an offensive in the Ardennes
for which the last reserves of manpower were mobilized.


